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Does this corai know calculus?

Karin Chandler
Winonari

Tim Pennings is no ordinary
mathematics professor at Hope
College. How? Well, he's
explored whether dogs know
calculus, for one.

He shared his findings with
Winona State University in a
seminar on March 20.
Pennings' original article
on the topic was published in
2003 and he has been invited to
the Ellen show, BBC and Fox
News to discuss his research.

"I was very impressed with
all of the time and preparation
that went into the research. It
was amazing to see and hear all
of their accomplishments," Bre
Swanson, a student, said.
Pennings brought along his
dog, Elvis. One of the first

things Pennings did was have
everyone take a field trip to the
hallway. There, everyone lined
up on either side of the hallway
and watched Pennings play a
few rounds of catch with Elvis.
Pennings said that Elvis's
objective was to "get the ball

as quick as possible."
When students and faculty
reentered the room, Pennings
went through the process of his
experiment and the results.

See CALCULUS, pg.2
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were.
These
Using calculus, Pennings assumptions
showed the audience how he assumptions were that Elvis's
stamina remained the same, the
verified his findings.
The derivative of the total waves didn't change, the ball
time function was needed in was always visible, the line
order to find the value of y between the lake and the shore
when the slope is zero. Once was definite, and that when
this equation was found, one Elvis enters the lake, he starts
sould plug in the results and swimming.
"Sometimes you're wrong
create a scatter plot, a type of
and mathematics gives you the
graph without lines.
Most of Elvis's results were right answer. It's mind blowing
within one foot of the optimal education," Pennings said.
Pennings
asked
Elvis,
line.
"This is just one good "what's the derivative of x
example of how nature finds the cubed?" Elvis's response was
optimal solutions," Pennings nothing. He just sat there.
Elvis did receive an honorary
said.
Pennings asked the audience doctorate degree.
what some of the modeling
Students thought the seminar

was interesting and had a good
time. Samantha Koste said,
"It was a very good seminar.
I didn't really know what to
expect but after listening to his
points, I honestly think dogs
know calculus."
Lucas Hamann said, "I'm
curious to know about the
different breeds. Labs probably
wouldn't leave the water."
Swanson said, "I walked out
very convinced. I am glad I
had the opportunity to go and
listen."

Ty=(z-y)/r + (x* + y2)"1/2

y =x/((r1/s +1)(r1/s -1))

Contact Karin at
KChandler08@winona.edu

Racism and other 'isms' persist in society
Melissa Edel
Winonan

A minority reporter spoke
Wednesday, March 21 on "You
Mean There's Race and Other
Ism's in My Movie?'
'My name is Frederick
Gooding, also known as "'The
Race Doctor.'" Gooding said
by way of introduction.
Gooding is a communications
director as well as a former
trial attorney. He wrote the
official The Minority Reporter
docuDVD and a thoroughly
researched book and guide
titled, "You Mean, There's
Race in My Movie?"
'I believe in proof of

^••News

progress, and that we as a nation
are making progress," Gooding
said. He said President Obama
is one form of proof and showed
the audience a TV commercial
marketing a minivan with a rap
song. film
"I was delivered here to
deliver a message, to challenge
you to challenge yourself, we
have the opportunity to change
this world for the better,'
Gooding said.
Gooding said we can prove
that racism still exists in a postracial society by taking a look
at one of America's classic
movies, "Miracle on 34th
Street". He said this movie has,
and will be, on TV for years

to and years to come, yet how not quite understand them and
many people on the film are asked again, "What do you see
of color? He said when his in this picture?" An audience
kids go to watch this movie member then said, "William
with him and their kids along Lee."
generations, they will see this
"Ah,
said
Gooding,
and think there is no one "William Lee. We are in the
on the cast that looks like them. mix but not of the mix."
Gooding said, "We are in the
Gooding said Hollywood
mix but not of the mix."
can depict people, especially
Showing the audience a women of color, in two
portrait of the Washington different ways on a "protect
family eating at the dinner and serve spectrum."
table, he asked what the
One way minority women
audience saw in this picture.
are depicted is devoted and
As the audience shouted out domesticated. The second way
answers such as, "The black minority women are depicted is
man in the corner," "The black saucy and sassy.
servant in the corner behind the
He showed the audience
table," Gooding said he still did clips from a few movies such

as "Sideways," "American
Gangster," and "District 9."
The clip he showed from
American Gangster showed
women of color, shirtless.
He then asked the audience
what their impression was of
the lady's color. One of the
audience members immediately
said, "Their dignity was taken
away."
The clip he showed of
District 9 portrayed women in
two ways. The first showed a
well-dressed and professional
white woman news reporter.

See RACISM, pg. 4

Students plan new mural on Huff Street
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The mural design, above, was created by Winona State student Tegan Blank, and will go on the retaining wall between Lucas Hall and Huff Street, below.
Marcia Ratiiff

Winonan
After months of planning
and getting approval, four
seniors anticipate their dream
of painting a mural on the
retaining wall between Lucas
Hall and Huff Street becoming
reality.
Matt
Wandzel,
Aaron
Murray, Emily Asuncion and
Stephani Reding are seniors in
the Warriors LEAD Advancing
Warriors class. They teamed up
to think of a service project—a
way to give back to the Winona
State University community.
"That was a spot that could
use improvement," Wandzel,
who is the assistant hall director
in Richards and Conway, said.
"We started thinking of ways
we could add something to it."
The team tossed around the

idea of a cleanup project and a
garden but wanted something
more permanent, Murray said.
"Think of how much traffic
there is on Huff Street—for a
lot of people, that's their only
view of the university. We
wanted to bring some light to
that place," Murray said.
Each team member has been
involved in residence life at
Winona State for the past
several years. They wanted
their project to benefit residence
life in some way, Wandzel said.
"We're really showing that
WSU's mission statement has
worked for us," Wandzel said.
The mural, which was
designed by student Tegan
Blank, will bear the words of
Winona State's positioning
statement: "A community of
learners improving our world."
The team also worked with

Winona State Director of
Marketing Brett Ayers to come
up with design ideas.
"It's a really good design. It's
not only creative but something
we can take pride in as well,"
Wandzel said.
The dimensions of the
finished mural will be 3 feet
tall by 100 feet long, extending
about two thirds of the way
from the corner of Huff and
King Street towards Kryzsko.
Initially, the team expected
to need approval from Housing
and Residence Life, but they
soon found that anything
permanent on campus needs
approval from the President's
Cabinet.
"We started in the beginning
of September," Wandzel said.
"We were expecting to be done
in the fall."
Murray said the process to

get approval for the project
has been more time-consuming
than he thought as well.
"It seemed impossible," he
said. "But sure enough, it's
going to happen."
The
design
also
had
to be approved by the
Communications Department,
and the team has worked with
Facilities to make sure that the
materials they plan to use meet
health and safety regulations,
Wandzel said.
Other groups the team met
with included the city planner
and Mugby Junction, both of
which were supportive of the
project.
Wall cleaning and priming
will begin the week of April 1,
and painting will take place the
following two weeks.
The planned date for
unveiling the completed mural

is April 21.
"The message we want tc
leave is that students can have
an impact on campus. You car
leave an impression," Murra>
said.
Justin Day, assistant hall
director of Prentiss-Lucas Hall,
said he was excited to see the
finished project. "Anything
they can do to shine a light or
the campus and the community
is a good idea," he said.
Students can volunteer tc
help paint by contacting Matl
Wandzel at MWandzel07@
winona.edu as soon as possible.

Contact Marcia at
MRatlijjf09@winona.edu
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The second showed a woman
of color walking around in an
impoverished condition with
aliens in which interspecies
prostitution was to be taking
place later in the movie.
Gooding asked the audience,
"What role would you rather
be in?" The audience showed
a majority vote in favor of the
white lady.
Gooding
showed
the
audience two commercial clips
displaying this same concept.
One of the clips was of Pepsi
Max, in which the woman of
color was shown as aggressive
and demanding toward her
husband. The second clip

continued from pg. 2
was of Tom's Simply White
Gooding then said, "Do these
Toothpaste in which Sheryl movies or TV images not have
Crow spoke while the camera possible consequences in real
showed close ups, there was life?"
dialogue and the sun was
An audience member asked,
"When friends often crack racist
setting in the background.
Gooding said, "How does jokes, how can we respond?"
this apply in real life?" He then Gooding suggested, "Flip the
asked the audience who looked script and don't argue their
more attractive in comparing intent, instead, communicate
the two commercials, and the impact it had on you."
which lady they would rather
On a heavier note, Gooding
talk and visit with. The talked with the audience about
audience responded, "Sheryl how our society may still view
Crow." Relating to this same people of color by sharing
topic, Gooding said there was the story of Trayvon Martin,
a recent Psychology Today a 17-year-old who went to a
article titled, "Can women of convenience store to buy iced
color be attractive?"
tea and candy. Gooding said

when he left with his items the
neighborhood watch started
following and shot Trayvon
Martin because he looked
suspicious. No charges were
filed against the man who shot
this young boy.
Gooding said, "Did these
chains of thought, or instinct
people have today, perhaps play
a part in why he was shot?"
If we are divorced from
historical past, we may find
racial jokes or portrayals funny
or not understand completely,
but when you know more about
our history it is not as easy to
see certain things as funny,
Gooding said.

"Having awareness will
help recognize patterns in the
future," he said.
"Next time you watch a
movie or the TV, think of me,
because one thing I find and
one place we're all equal is at
the box office," Gooding said.
"Hollywood takes the same
at the box office and after we
have been introduced to this we
may never see movies the same
again."
To
contact
Gooding,
students can write to Editor@
minorityreporter.com.
Contact Melissa at
MEdel08@winona.edu

Well Cafe features vegetarian options
Beth Rockswold
Winonan

Winona State University
offers a healthy way to help
students learn to prepare, cook
and taste a nutritious seasonal
meal.
Winona
State
Health
Promotions department hosts
a program called the Well Cafe
that encourages students to
practice cooking in a lighter
and healthier manner, and to
prepare an easy and practical
meal.
The Well Cafe is a cooking
class that is aimed specifically
for college students. It occurs
once a month in the Integrated
Wellness Complex on campus.
This program is designed for

college students on a tighter
budget, who are looking to
incorporate health and nutrition
into their diets. This program
allows students to work handson and learn new things about
food.
"We do this program once
a month, and we are always
looking for more students to
come in and join us to learn
how to cook and have a fun
time here," Jill Henscheid, a
registered dietician at Winona
State said. "Eating healthy is
important, and we would like to
promote it by getting students
to come in and cook with us,"
she added.
Last Tuesday, the Well
Cafe presented a program for
students to learn about cooking

and how to prepare a light
meal. The meal of choice was
vegetarian black bean and corn
soft tacos, with vegetables for
toppings.
After the vegetarian tacos,
a student prepared attendees a
coffee dessert. All members of
the cooking class were able to
taste the dinner and the dessert
and take home the printed
recipes.
Some of the past recipes
that students prepared in the
Well Cafe include vegetarian
teriyaki rice bowls, baked
apples and poached pears,
quinoa with sauteed greens,
and eggplant parmesan pizza.
"We also do a food demo
weekly at Rochester Wholesale
Fruit," Henscheid said.
We

prepare food in front of people
so students and community
members can watch and learn
things from us, she said.
"I think eating healthy and
having the Well Cafe and other
nutritional classes on campus
can help students maintain
enough energy to stay on top of
homework, classes, work, and
whatever else we have going on
in our busy lives," said Janaye
McGurren, a nursing student at
Winona State.
"By eating healthy, we keep
our immune systems strong
for when we do become sick.
In college, students don't have
the time or energy to be sick
with everything going on," she
added.
"When you become a college

student, your life becomes more
sedentary due to increased class
and studying time. If all you
eat is fast food without eating
healthy foods, you can start a
bad habit that can increase your
chances for heart disease,"
said Gina Laballarte, senior
biology student at Winona
State. "Plus, no one wants to
gain the dreaded freshman 15",
she added.
Information about the Well
Cafe, nutrition classes and other
healthy programs can be found
on the Winona State website
under Health Promotion and
Nutrition Services.
Contact Beth at
BRockswold08@winona.edu

Sanela Ramie Urich shares story: "Remember Me"
Calline Cronin
Winonan

Author Sanela Ramie Urich
shared her journey of becoming
a writer, which involved
firsthand experience with the
Bosnian War Monday, March
19.
Urich's book, "Remember
Me," tells the story of 15-yearold Selma Jovanovic, who
endured the wrath of the
Serbian Army, suffering abuse

4* News

in a concentration camp and
seeing family members brutally
murdered. Selma's character
was based off of Urich, a
survivor of the Bosnian
genocide.
Urich was born in Bosnia
in 1976 and discovered her
passion for writing when she
was young. "Ever since I can
remember I knew exactly
what I wanted to be when I
grew up—a writer," she said.
"It's inside you all along; it's a

calling."
young age, telling myself their
Urich said her love for writing stories," Urich said.
stemmed from her early love
Then, in the spring of
for reading. She spent most of 1992, Urich's world changed
her time in the library, and at drastically. The breakup of
seven years old; she read Greek Yugoslavia resulted in the
mythology, which inspired her Bosnian War, which broke out
to write her own fairy tales. in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Soon, whenever Urich engaged and lasted from April 1992 to
in conversation, she said she December 1995. The Bosnian
started thinking like she was Serb forces robbed, tortured,
raped, and murdered innocent
writing a book.
"I learned to read people's civilians as part of their ethnic
facial expressions at a very cleansing campaign.

When she was 15, Urich
witnessed the horrors of
Serbian '. domination, seeing
villages r (destroyed and loved
ones slaughtered, and suffered
sexual abuse in a concentration
camp.

See REMEMBER, pg. 6

Many students use bikes to get around Winona.

register their bikes.
agreed that before Winona people of the rules.
"It's understandable because started promoting biking, the
"I also think they should get
they are other cities that rules should be established the word out to people, campus
The Winona City Council have the same laws that are beforehand. Hence, the new especially, because I wouldn't
have known if I hadn't
completed an ordinance Feb. enforced. However, I think if bike ordinance.
"Overall, what we wanted been asked this question.
21 that bicyclists must stay they are going to restrict riding
off sidewalks in the central on sidewalks, they should to do was to make everything They should put up fliers or
business district.
have bike lanes available to clear as far as what the rules something, just so we know,"
The new ordinance says bikers for safety," said Ashley were. We adopted state statues, said Torgerson regarding the
that bicyclists riding in the Torgerson, a freshman who but added more local rules like ordinance.
central business district, which rides her bike often.
Other ways the city is trying
not riding on sidewalks outside
Chris Leek, a sophomore, of downtown and encouraging to promote biking is organizing
ranges from Broadway past
2nd Street and Washington agreed. "If they are going to helmets," Espinosa said.
biking events, talking to
Street to Franklin Street, are no put up those rules, they should
Espinosa said that Winona Winona State students, and
longer allowed to ride on the make more bike lanes," Leek is a designated hub for the other colleges in the area, said
said.
Mississippi River Trail, so in Espinosa.
sidewalks.
Espinosa said the city
Espinosa said that the City order to promote the River
Carlos Espinosa, assistant
city planner, said that it is safer of Winona wants to promote Trail, the city has to promote has gotten mostly questions
biking. The city has made regarding the new rules.
for people to bike on the streets biking; representatives from
the Planning department, Parks brochures and a website in Questions may be answered
rather than the sidewalks.
Unlike the past, however, and Recreation department, order to promote biking in by visiting the bicycle page at
bicyclists no longer have to and the Police Department Winona, which also inform http://www.cityofWinona-mn.
Julia Sand
Winonan

Michael Ruka/Winonan

com/page/3317. Biking maps,
including one that shows where
Central Business District is
located, can be found on the
website.
The site also includes a full
list of the State Statutes and
Local Provisions, and a list of
other important things to keep
in mind while riding: know laws
and responsibilities, follow all
traffic sings and signals, and
check both directions before
pulling into traffic.

Contact Julia at
JSandl 0@winona.edu
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REMEMBER—
Urich eventually attended
"The world I saw through my
15-year-old eyes was not pretty Truman College in Chicago,
or innocent, but filled with hoping to rekindle her love
for writing, but found that the
death," Urich said.
In 1993, Urich found refuge war had left her scarred. "My
in the United States, escaping dream of being a writer became
her war-stricken homeland. In just that, a dream, distant and
its wake, the Bosnian massacre unreachable," she said. "My
left more than 100,000 civilians mind was reset, filled with
killed and over 2 million pain, hatred and loss."
Urich didn't feel as if she
displaced.

continued from pg. 4
would ever be able to produce
a happy story again.
However, attending school
and meeting new people served
as a remedy. And with the help
of a strict English professor,
Urich was reborn a writer. "She
gave me back my confidence,
she helped me find my way
back to me," Urich said.
Later, Urich was able to

write what she calls "the best
love story ever," her first book
"Remember Me." Urich had
a broad audience in mind—
everyone. She wanted the book
to resonate with all types of
readers.
"This book is filled with
laughter, pain, and loss," she
said. "It's funny, it's goofy."
Reflecting Urich's positive

outlook on life, " Remember
Me" closes with a happy
ending. "I made sure it's
inspirational."

Contact Calline at
CCronin07@winona. edu

"Adventure of Treasure Island" this weekend

Ryan Stefani, Ben Lambrigtsen, and Bri Dankers got into full costume and character for a run-through.

The play, which was created
The children's show has been
by Max Bush, tells the story a tradition at Winona State for
of pirates and their adventures. 45 years.
Director Vivian Fusillo has
This week, Winona State During the play the main
directed 42 previous children's
University's department of characters Jim and Ben fight
shows here at Winona State.
theater and dance will present pirates on Treasure Island.
"The Adventure of Treasure This year, the cast includes
their 45th annual children's
is
recommended 10 actors and around 20 crew
show. The show, "The Island",
Adventure of Treasure Island", for ages 6 and up, but can be members. Work on this show
will be performed for the enjoyed by audiences of all has been in progress since
auditions in January.
Winona State community on ages.
The show will feature a
March 30 and 31.
Ryan Steffani, a senior
The show will be at 7 p.m. student at Winona State said, set, which was designed by
on the main stage of the "This show is good for peopleof Michael Hoover. Hoover is
Preforming Arts Center. It will all ages because the story line is the lead scenic artist for the
also be performed throughout very simple and easy to follow. Guthrie Theater Located in
the week for younger audiences It's a fun straightforward and the Twin Cities. It will also
who will travel to Winona State entertaining story to watch. It's showcase fight choreography
also a good show for beginning by Mike Speck, who is an
from surrounding schools.
The show is based off of the theater students because it's advanced actor combatant with
classic children's story, written a perfect example of many the Society of American Fight
Directors. He also did work on
by Robert Louis Stevenson. theatrical elements."
Erin Seaberg
Winonan

6*News

last year's children's show.
The show also features lights,
sound and elaborate costumes
and makeup. Tracy Van Voorst
designed costumes for the
show.
Molly Daun, the stage
manager for the show said,
"The set, along with the fight
scenes will help to keep kids
entertained and engaged. All
the elements work together to
make it an enjoyable show for
people, no matter what age."
"The Adventure of Treasure
Island", has been performed
at Winona State one time in
the past. Last time, it was
performed in Somsen before
the PAC was built.
Daun said, "I think the
children's show is important

Brad Farrell/Winonan

because it is an all-around
different type of theater that
most of us aren't used to. It
really opens up a new learning
experience for people involved
in the show, as well as the
audience. As college students
we aren't used to doing nine
shows in a week so it's a
challenge and a chance to gain
experience."
Tickets will be $10 for
adults, $6 for students, and $4
for children ages 12 years or
younger. They will be available
for purchase at the PAC box
office or online at www.
WSUartstickets.com
Contact Erin at
ESeaberg06@winona.edu

What's Happening Around Winona State..
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Athenaeum: What Winona State
—
Has Taught Me
Time: 1-2 p.m.
Place: Library 2nd floor
Contact: Allison Quam
AQuam@winona.edu

Guest Speaker: Brendan Shea
Time: 1-2 p.m.
Place: Mtnne 334
Contact: Kevin Possin
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"Miss Representation"
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: Somsen Auditorium
Contact: Tamara Berg
TBerg@winona.edu

Morocco Country Topic Display
Time: 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
Place: Upper Hyphen
Contact: International Programs
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Spruce Up Winona Informational
Table
Time: 10 a.m. - 2 p.m.
Place: Lower Hyphen - Kryzsko
Contact: Ryan Kirk

Don't forget to get your spring
concert tickets...
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Relay for Life Sign-up Deadline
Time: AH Day
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Contact: WSU CAC

Dinner for the Ladies
Time: 5 p.m.
Place: Pleasant Valley Church
Contact: Daniel Olson
DanAOIsonQ7@winona.edu

>.m.
Contact: WSU CAC
.com

4th Annual Dye Diniijli
Time: 6 p.m.
Place: East Hall
Contact: Amanda Glunz
AGIunz07@winona.edu
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Senior Show: Reflection
Time: 8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Contact: Allison Quam
I.com
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Time: 7:30 p.m.
Place: Art Tye Lounge - Kryzsko

,

April Fool's Day! Celebrate by
getting crafty with some cling
wrap and peanut butter...

Healthy Monday: Sexual Abuse
and Violence
Place: IWC 138
Contact: Health Promotion
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: Anxiety and Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder Workshop
Time: 7-9 p.m.
Place: Stark 103
Contact: Helen Hittner
507-494-0905

"Dakota Women's Work"
Time: 7 p.m.
Place: The Book Shelf, 619 Huff St.
Contact: Alison Aten
alison.aten@mnhs.org

Graduation is just over a month
away!
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OPINION/EDITORIAL

Why boy bands are still relevant
Molly Barrett
Winonan
The very first concert I ever
attended was Aaron Carter
when I was in fourth grade. I
begged my mom for months to
buy my friend and me tickets,
and she finally agreed.
All I remember is being
about a mile away from the
stage, but still loving the fact
that I was in the same vicinity
as one of my favorite artists
(although, back then, I had
about three different bands that
I listened to).
After that, my mom vowed
never again to take me to a
packed venue full of girls
under the age of 13, screaming
for a pre-teen boy miles away
from our overpriced seats.
It probably didn't help that
Aaron was singing digitally
enhanced music about things
like parties with strangers
and how he beat Shaq in a
basketball game.
Since then, I hadn't ever
had much interest in boy bands
(although I admit I was totally
a hardcore Backstreet Boys
fan for a few years). I never
quite understood the hype
about The Jonas Brothers, and
I honestly don't think there are
any redeeming qualities about

Justin Bieber.
However, a few months ago,
my friend Chelsea introduced
me to the new boy band straight
out of England, One Direction.
One Direction is made up
of five boys, each originally
competing alone in the seventh
season of The X Factor.
They were placed together
as a group, and eventually
placed third in the entire
competition.
My initial thoughts were
that the music was better suited
for my nine-year-old sister,
Maggie.
However, it didn't hurt that
each boy in the group was
staggeringly beautiful, and
singing a song about how I
didn't know I was beautiful,
too. (OK, not just me. But
still.) My obsession slowly
grew, with an embarrassingly
high number of plays of their
debut album, "Up All Night"
on my iPod and laptop.
I came to talk about these
boys with my friends as if
they were just another boy
at Winona. "Did you see
Zayn smoking? Oh my God."
"Harry is finally 18!" Their
video, "What Makes You
Beautiful" was played on
repeat at countless parties,
with my group of girlfriends

crowding around the screen,
each picking our personal
favorite boys, just like we did
back in fourth grade.
I found out over spring
break that there would be
an opportunity at the Mall
of America to purchase One
Direction's CD and to get
wristbands to meet them on
March 25.
Seeing as I had nothing
better to do with my break, as I
was broke and staying at home,
I headed to Mall of America
with Chelsea at the ungodly
hour of 5 a.m. on that Tuesday.
We waited in line for three
hours, and finally
got our
wristbands. Our excitement
was almost as embarrassing
as the fact that we were one
of the only girls over the age
of thirteen waiting in the
1,000-person line.
And then, finally, the day
came. We arrived, wristbands
in hand, at the Mall of America
at 10 a.m. on Sunday. We then
proceeded to endure SIX hours
in a line, moving at a snail's
pace, waiting to have the
chance to have the band sign
our CD and maybe shake our
hand.
We were surrounded by
middle school girls, asking us
things like if we had heard that

Zayn was caught saying the "f
word" (how risque), or asking
if we wanted to see the picture
their friend had taken of Louis
wearing a beanie (of course we
did).
When I finally
got my
chance to be mere inches from
the boys I had been obsessing
over for months, I couldn't
think of a thing to say. I instead
had one of the boys, Harry, say
hello to one of my friends on
video.
The whole process of the
CD signing took maybe one
minute, and yet I was giddier
than I can ever remember
being. There's just something
about being in such close
proximity to someone you are
obsessed with (not only for
how hot they are, although
that's a huge factor).
It didn't matter then that I
was one of the only twentyyear-old girls in line who
wasn't a mom of a younger
girl, crying because she is
meeting a group that literally
means the whole world to her.
My parents asked me
afterward if I regretted wasting
my Sunday waiting in a line
I couldn't leave, all for one
minute of interaction with a
boy band whose members
couldn't even legally date me

(wishful thinking again).
The eight-year-old girl that
still lives somewhere inside
of me thinks it was worth it. I
finally got my chance to wait
in a line full of screaming
girls, for a band who probably
won't be famous past this next
summer.
But for those few precious
seconds they were inches from
my face? It was so, so, so, so
entirely worth it.

Contact Molly at

MBarrett08@winona.edu
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Lavish plans take a back seat until after college
Julia Sand
Winonan
Last semester I submitted
an editorial about not knowing
what direction, career wise,
to go. I was annoyed with all
the options and annoyed that
I was in a big twisted ball of
confusion.
While that ball did untangle
a little bit, I still find myself
every now and then wanting to
pull my hair out. Or wanting
to get up and go climb a
mountain, or find a beach,
or live in a big city and start
my own business and become
super wealthy.
I blame Pinterest and
StumbleUpon: two sites that
took over the Facebook tab
(not sure which one is the
worst). Every night without
fail I find myself looking at
countless boards thinking,
I want that... Want to go
there... wow, really wish I was
that talented, etc.
Needless to say, seeing all
of the things the Internet has
to offer makes me want to
do something. Actually, the
problem isn't that I want to do

something, it's that I want to
do everything.
I start making lists of my
newest goals; lists consisting
of teas that I want to try,
instruments I one day want to
learn, beaches I want to visit,
the kind of shoes I want to
wear when I travel the coast.
Then I remember I'm in
Winona, Minnesota. Going
to school. With hardly any
money to splurge on yummy
groceries, let alone gas
money to road trip the US.
So then the excitement turns
to disappointment, and those
plans move to the "One Day"
pile.
Then that disappointment
turns to irritation. Why
not now? Yeah, school is
important. Yes, I need an
education to get a good job.
But why wait for four years
when I have thousands of
dollars of debt waiting for me?
Because then I really will have
no choice but to get a good job
and settle down somewhere at
least for a little while.
What's wrong with taking
a year off of school, moving

somewhere totally random, my hair out.
getting a job and just living?
When I start to look at my
I guess no one ever said list of things I want to get
anything was wrong with done, school is moved to the
it, but it always seems that back burner. Temporarily. And
everything has to be so cut and by temporarily I mean a few
dried: graduate high school, hours tops.
go to college for four years (or
I know it's necessary to
however long), graduate, get a get an education to get a job
job, work.
to make money to DO all of
There's too much to do! these things.... But really? If
What about going and finding only we could just start now.
out what life is like in Europe?
Where does that fit in? Or what
if I want to spend a few months
in a third world country, so
that I can see first hand what
it's like to live in place that we
only see 011 the news and learn
something besides what is in
textbooks? What part of my
life does that happen in?
I was wrong. Not knowing
what you want to do is not
the most frustrating thing.
The most frustrating thing is
having a list of things you're
dying to do and worrying that
the list is too long for time. I
mean, it's already March.
No idea what happened to
January and February. Time Contact Julia at
flying makes me want to pull JSandl 0@winona.edu
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"The Hunger Games" movie gets a so-so review

Anna Moraczewski, Mari Schlitter, Becky Loftfield and Hannah Heinicke dressed up for the premier. Hannah Bauman/Winonan

could see the hard work that
was obviously put into this
and sat amazed during nearly
Have you ever been so all the scenes. But when the
hungry that when you are credits rolled the instant
finally in the same room as thought I had was, "That's
something edible you gobble it? After all this waiting and
it down as soon as possible? this is all I got?"
I will dive into the parts
And then when it's gone you
start frantically searching for that left my die-hard passion
for The Games unsatisfied
more?
This is the feeling I had first as to end on a happy
when viewing The Hunger note. When it came to the on
Games. I have read the screen relationship between
books, the whole trilogy, Peeta (Josh Hutcherson) and
multiple times. When put Katniss (Jennifer Lawrence)
in the same room as them I was let down.
I know the book is not a
I frantically absorb every
sentence and emotion that romance by any means but in
is written in them. After the book there was something
finishing one I continue to called "feelings" between
the next, until there I sit, the two. The cave scenes
in my dorm room, park were cut short, straight to the
bench, bus seat, waiting and point, dialog being, dare I
searching for more. When say it, boring.
The lines in the book were
word of the movie came
about I thought, "Hey! This far more enthralling and
will be my something more! covered all the bases. The
I can satisfy my craving!" I importance of the steppingstones to this relationship
was sadly mistaken.
Now before I continue I is carried throughout the
must clarify, not everything remaining two books. By
was complete rubbish! I not fully defining where
Hannah Bauman

Winonan
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both Peeta and Katniss are it
leaves the viewer wondering
what is going on. That's
all I have to say negatively
toward The Hunger Games,
just a small rant.
Now for the positive
parts! The portrayal of
change between the outer
Districts and the Capital was
phenomenal. Starting off in
District twelve, where the
brightest color is white and
even that is dingy from coal
dust. Then leading up to the
Capitol where first shown I
had to lean over to my friend
and whisper, "It looks like a
bag of Skittles!"
Which leads me to my next
affirmation: the fashion!
From the simple training
uniforms to the matching
parade costumes and ending
in that fiery red dress that
Katniss donned on stage,
amazing. It was past, present
and futuristic all at once! The
eccentric Capitol citizens
were a hoot to look at. My
eyes could not just pick one
person to focus on; they
would scan over the rainbow

of colors that overtook the
screen.
A needed shout out for
District eleven's female
tribute, the young and swift
Rue played by Amandla
Stenberg. For any actress or
actor for the matter, to be
able to act out their death
takes great talent. For that
actress to be only fourteen
is even more remarkable!
She had at least three-fourths
of the theatre I was in at
the midnight show in tears.
The slow and beautiful,
yes, beautiful death of her
character was just right.
Those who have read the
book and/or seen the movie
will understand.
After
the
unfortunate
death of Rue the screen
cuts to District eleven,
Rue's home district. There
the film showed how the
District rebelled instantly
to the unfair and horrible
death of a twelve year-old
girl. This scene is pivotal to
the second and third books
as well as movies that are
not so soon to come. May I

make an announcement that
the second movie, Catching
Fire, is said to be released
Thanksgiving of 2013. 2013!
How am I supposed to wait a
year and a half? Chop, chop
Hollywood, get moving!
Overall, with the purchasing
of a ticket the day they went
on sale, the creation of a
fandom sweatshirt stating
"Nightlock", waiting in line
for an hour and a half then
an hour in the theatre, it was
all worth it. And this was on
a Thursday night. I am not
one to give up sleep easily.
This movie had me on the
edge of my seat, constantly
motioning with my hands
to keep my mouth quiet and
even going as far as nearly
jumping into the lap of the
person sitting next to me.
For those who have not read
the books, read them. And
see the movie. The order in
which you do so is in your
hands. So...may the choice
be the right one.
Contact Hannah at
HBaumanl 0@winona. edu
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Spring-break-bum or back-to-school-summer-waiter
Hannah Jones
Winonan
Once a year, Winona State
University sets aside a small
section of the academic
calendar for one explicit
purpose.
Just when the days begin to
lengthen and the sun begins
to feel warm again, students
are allowed one week to
relax, take a much needed
break from their studies, or
perhaps just catch their breath
after holding it through
midterms. I speak of course
of spring break, supposedly
a brief, harmless taste of
the summer that is to come.
In writing, it's a wonderful
idea. Everyone gets a little
stir-crazy near the end of
the winter months. After all,
we live in Minnesota. Once
the snow sets in and that
Kryzsko cash runs out, it's
only a matter of time before
we begin to see rationality in
the Donner Party itinerary.
It seems perfectly logical

to give the students and
the weather alike a little
time to decompress, thaw,
and prepare for springtime.
That's the theory.
In reality, this is a terrible,
terrible idea.
Before you start tearing
apart this newspaper and
stuffing bits of it into your
mouth, hear me out. I'm
by no means decrying the
pleasures of spring break. I
love spring break the same
way Harry loves Sally, or
Joanie loves Chachi, or
Herman Cain loves (insert
name here.) My problem is
not that I dislike the idea of
spring break, but rather that I
like it far too much.
I spent my break at home,
lolling around my parent's
house under the stern
tutelage of our dog, Wicket.
She became my role model
for my week off. When
Wicket sat down and curled
up, I sat down and curled up.
When Wicket took a walk in
the sunshine, I took a walk in

the sunshine. When Wicket
got a treat, I got a treat. Not
the same kind, mind you, but
you get the picture. Spring
break is a heavenly, indulgent
blur of sloth-like activities
and mad romps in the breezy
outdoors. For a week, I could
forget that I am a college
student, or a columnist, or
even a human being. There's
just one drawback.
Weeks are only seven days
long.
I have come back to
civilization from living a
dog's life at home. I have also
come back to a civilization
that is unseasonably warm
and sunny for a Minnesota
March. In short, I am
devastated. Right now, the
sun is right outside my
window, and I am halfinclined to cut this article
short and dive through the
glass to lounge outdoors.
But, now that my short,
tantalizing week is over, I
must stay in. I must study. I
must work. I must be human

for two more whole months.
Frankly, I don't know if I can
do it.
So, while my love for
spring break is absolute, I
am now suffering its thorny
aftereffects. Having that
short seven days in the
middle of the semester, that
taste of summertime, that
tempting morsel of idleness
before an abrupt return is
almost too cruel to be worth
it. Jaded and bitter, I wonder
to myself if it was worth it
to have loved at all. I also
wonder how long it will
take me to descend back into
cannibalistic thoughts.
I suppose it's not as bad
as all that. Summer is, after
all, just around the corner.
All was have to do is wait.
Patiently. For two whole
months. And of course,
there's school... and work...
and final exams... and job
applications. Good Lord,
that sun is beautiful- No!
I have to stay here and
finish what I started. I was

perfectly capable of being
a responsible human before
spring break, and can be so
again. I wonder if they have
good ice cream in the caf...
No! Resist! You're back now!
You have important things to
do! Wicket never graduated
or got a job, so that should
tell you something about the
drawbacks of her lifestyle.
Now, enough daydreaming.
Never mind that flowery
breeze drifting into your
room. You are a columnist,
and you have a column to
write, so I will not move
from this spot until I finish
typing every last wo
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Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona.edu
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Winona State athenaeum series presents globalization discussion
Courtney Kowalke
Winonan

The
Winona
State
University
Athenaeum
series
continued
its
weekly
program
with
assistant professor Hamid
Yeganeh's presentation "The
Cultural Implications of
Globalization" on March 21.
"Globalization is one of
the most important aspects
of society because it affects
all fields and disciplines,"
said
Yeganeh,
who
teaches courses pertaining
to
management
and
international business.
Yeganeh
addressed
a
crowd of 30 Wednesday
afternoon at the series' usual
location, the second floor of
the Krueger Library.
The
discussion
of
globalization is not one
that can be approached
without difficulty, Yeganeh
said. "The question of what
exactly globalization is can't
be answered easily," he said.
"There is no agreement of the
definition, and the more you
study it, the more fuzzy and
complex the idea becomes."
One possible definition
Yeganeh
focused
on
during
his
discussion
was globalization as "the
intensification of word wide

social relations which link
distinct localities in such a
way that local happenings
are shaped
by
events
occurring many miles away"
and vice versa. "It is really
the intensification of world
wide social relations," he
explained.
The
practices
of
globalization
are
also
difficult to pinpoint as some
scholars do not believe
the
phenomenon
exists.
¥eganeh argued that as
several cultures have been in
contact for centuries, the idea
of globalization certainly has
realistic roots.
"Some
people
say
[globalization] 's a new thing,
that it just erupted," Yeganeh
said. "Some people say it
has been around forever.
But international trade is not
new. In some ways we used
to be even more globalized,
as back when it first began
there were no visas, no
passports, and barely any
borders to block people."
However,
travel
and
communication
across
countries had not progressed
as rapidly in the past as they
have in recent decades.
"In the past, students would
stop by my office if they
wanted to talk," Yeganeh

said. "Now they email and
expect
to
communicate
electronically."
Yeganeh
believes
the
evolution of technology can
also be seen in career and
relationship patterns, with
the job market in flux and
divorces becoming more
common.
"The world is spinning
faster and faster," he said.
Yeganeh also referred
to David Hardy's theory
regarding
the
condition
of postmodernity and the
compression of time and
space - in accelerating the
pace of economic processes,
social life has sped up as
well.
"We 're a smaller world with
bigger problems," he said,
noting how in recent years
financial markets, demand,
supply, and consumption
became interconnected.
"There
is
no
place
anymore,"
Yeganeh
said. "Location has been
liquidated into time and
space. That's why a small
business in Minnesota is
affected by decisions made
at a large corporation in
China." With this dislocation
arises nostalgia and fear,
along with more pressure
and stress on individuals.

Yeganeh
outlined
globalization using three
popular
models,
the
first of which was the
homogenization paradigm.
"The
most
wellknown
interpretation of
cultural
globalization
is
homogenization
or
McDonaldsization
which
emphasizes the
cultural
convergence
across
the
globe especially through
multinational corporations,"
he explained.
This
approach
to
globalization focuses on the
spread and prevalence of
American values and ideals
of Western society in other
countries. By sharing such
views, cultures become more
alike, or homogenized.
The second paradigm, that
of differentialism, contrasts
the views of homogenization
by depicted cultures in a
constant state of conflict
with one another. In this
model, globalization leads
cultural fragmentation and
disorganization across the
globes.
The
third
paradigm
of hybridization is the
model Yeganeh favors. "I
conceptualize globalization
as a dialectical phenomenon
that
fragments
as
it
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coordinates," he said.
Though it is uneven, this
view argues that cultures
already deeply embedded in
a particular time or location
can't be homogenized.
As with globalization,
culture cannot be easily
defined either. "We know
that power plus a unique
identity equal distinction,
but beyond that [culture]
remains another fluid idea,"
Yeganeh said.
However,
according to Yeganeh, "two
opposing forces which are
at a constant struggle" can
ultimately merge and lead to
cultural hybridization.
This
method
of
"glocalization" or "crossvergence" allows groups or
businesses to succeed in a
variety of markets. "You
can't be successful nationally
if you only act with your
own culture in mind,"
Yeganeh said. "And at the
same time you can't adopt
another culture entirely and
expect to do well. You have
to combine, create a melange
or mixture of attributes. In
doing so you are creating a
world where global meets
local."
Contact Courtney at
CKowalke08@winona.edu
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The No Space Coalition: demanding an answer

Hannah Jones
Winonan

The No Space Coalition
of Winona State University
has a question: Where
can you find the cultural
diversity center on campus?
Between the conclusion of
spring break and the first
spring rains, the pavement
had been littered with chalk
messages asking the same
thing: "Where can we feel
safe on campus? Where is
our safe space?" Sadly, the
answer was resoundingly
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Commission
and consistently, "There isn't Learning
_ (t
one.
from March 19th to March
The No Space Coalition 21st, several members of
formed out of several the coalition have erected
student organizations to and manned a ramshackle
work together and request structure made of two-bythe addition of a Cultural fours, cardboard, and sheet
Diversity Safe Space in plastic to represent the
Kryzsko Commons. This is a emptiness where they felt
demand that has been in the their space ought to be.
The structure was placed
making for two long years,
arisen out of a campus that is in the center of campus, right
growing both in terms of size outside the gazebo.
Next to the whitewashed,
as well as diversity.
Now, strategically timed shingled gazebo, the "No
with a visit from the Higher Space" looked even more

rickety, even less permanent.
The image would have
almost seemed tragic without
the bright, smiling students
sitting at the table outside
it or hula-hooping nearby.
They were certainly thrilled
to give me information when
I approached, giving me the
details of their mission.
The No Space Coalition
wants a room for anyone who
has ever needed a room: a
room for students of different
races,
ages,
economic
statuses, sexual orientations,

genders, and backgrounds.
The room would act as a
refuge for anyone who has
ever felt singled-out on
campus because they felt
different, or because they
didn't feel safe. "Anyone can
go," representative Ericka
Vang explained, "as long as
you're an ally."

See NO SPACE, pg. 14
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Julia Holter releases new album: "Ekstasis"
on Leaving Records titled
"Tragedy".
"Tragedy", as one could
assume, plays on many ideas
of Ancient Greece. It was
inspired by the Euripides'
play
"Hippolytus".
The
record blended elements
of pop and experimental
instrumentation, along with
substantial,
philosophical
lyrics.
Michael Wittig
"Ekstasis",
released
Winonan
March 8 on RVNG Intl,
was recorded mostly in
Los
Angeles-based Holter's bedroom just like
musician Julia Holter has her previous outputs, over
released her second full- the span of three years. This
length album in a one-year does not, however, take away
span.
The album titled from the polished, rustic
"Ekstasis," is a peephole to sounds contained within the
Ancient Greece. A graduate album.
of Cal Arts where she
The music in my opinion is
studied music, Holter started Holter's best to date. Playing
releasing
compositions between pop, experimental,
in 2008.
Mainly field and traditional arrangements,
recordings or live renditions, the vibe on "Ekstasis" is
2011 saw the release of unlike any other music being
Holter's debut full-length churned out today. Holter's

vocals are sweet, delicate,
and banshee-like at times.
Her approach she describes
as "open ear decisions: what
seemed to sound best for that
moment."
There are a large number
of techniques and equipment
employed on "Ekstasis".
The track "Marienbad" was
crafted around a Fender
Rhodes.
"Boy in the
Moon" was a product of
the Casio SK-1, completely
improvised. The melody and
lyrics for "Four Gardens"
were written on a loop pedal.
My favorite track on the
album "This is Ekstasis",
builds a bass line from
a
medieval
isorhythm
technique,
giving
it
repetition, as well as a twist at
every corner. Holter employs
rich harmonium and drone
strings, reed instruments,
vintage drums and machines,
synths, harpsichords, organs,
bells, chimes, and vocoder.

With each song a unique
entity crawling out of
Holter's
bedroom,
she
manages to keep the album
a fluid mass. Possibly the
lyrics are the main ingredient
here, Holter's voice the
foundation of this historical
space exploration. She states
of the album a "desire to get
outside of my body and find
what I can't define."
Upon first listen I didn't
know what to think, I
popped it on a second
time. Still nothing, a third
and fourth listen ensued.
Here we are a week later,
"Ekstasis" has been on
repeat. I cannot pinpoint
what element is poppy, or
what keeps me coming back.
Pitchfork describes it as "the
intersection between pop and
serious music."
I'm not sure why I ever
wet my beak with this music
to begin with, it's more
difficult than it is danceable.

NO SPACE"Diversity is our reality,"
Kristine Drost, an organizer
behind
the
No
Space
movement, explained. She
saidthat various students have
felt isolated because of who
they were, have felt ridicule
and hate, have felt unsafe or
unwelcome. This resource
center would serve as an
inclusive refuge to attempt to
counteract those feelings and
promote socialization and
conversation among diverse
students.
The request itself seems
humble enough. Students
want to feel as though there
is a place they can belong.
Iik fact, the fact that many
students do not feel this way
is cause enough for outrage
once we think hard enough
about it. The shelter stands
in wordless, sullen silence,
at times rain-soaked, at
times wind-buffeted, almost
accusatory in its fragility.
There is an undertone of
frustration in that answerless
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It's unlike a lot of the L.A.
music that monopolizes my
iTunes. But aren't some of
your favorite albums those
artistic excursions, the ones
that never expire? I don't
find "Ekstasis" to be dark,
rather Holter's brightest to
date.
She claims inspiration
from medieval illuminated
manuscripts.
Claims to
"follow" what they possess.
The corner of California
Holter is operating out
of is for sure one thing;
mysterious.
"Ekstasis" is
well worth the listen and is
out now on RVNG Intl. A
free 30-minute mix by Holter
can be found in the digital
February edition of FACT
magazine.

Contact Michael at
MJWittig5558@winona. edu

continued from pg. 13
question: "Where is our Coalition find a room of its
space?" It naturally lends own? It isn't because Joe
itself to the question: "Why Reed doesn't want them
won't you let us have one?"
to have one. It's because
The
answer
to
that the space simply cannot be
unspoken
follow-up
is found.
actually much longer than the
Kryzsko is currently in
first. Building Coordinator a deficit for student club
Joe Reed has been working rooms. The reservation list
with students to improve for the Winonan Office
their public space in Kryzsko in itself was an extensive
for years. He remembers document, not to mention the
when the Upper and Lower packet of papers representing
Hyphens did not exist, when the various clubs and
the Student Activity Center organizations are all vying
was a bowling alley, and for a room reservation. (Off
when the campaign for a the top of his head, Reed
Cultural Diversity Center named
twenty.)
Reed's
began two years ago. The current preoccupation is a
building
has
undergone project called "Phase Three"
countless modifications and which will expand Kryzsko
expansions to accommodate even further, filling out the
a rapidly growing student concave space between the
body, which has more than cafeteria and bookstore as
doubled since 2008 in well as utilizing the space
multicultural students alone, currently occupied by the
and Joe Reed has been a handicap entrance ramps,
commanding force behind which are no longer up
them.
to code. It isn't a matter
So, why can't the No Space of finding the No Space

Coalition a room; it's a matter
of first creating a space for
that room, which will take
upwards of four more years.
Drost remains skeptical
of this explanation, and
maintains that with a reappropriation of current
club spaces, some room
for a resource center can
be designated. The need
is urgent, after all. This
campus, which for many of us
becomes our home over the
course of our education, must
be welcoming and accessible
for everyone. Students who
feel marginalized need to
feel safe now, not in four
years.
Reed's opinion is that
hateful actions that cause
students to feel marginalized
are merely the result of the
ignorance of individuals.
"I view Kryzsko Commonsthe whole building- as a safe
space," he said. "We are a
very safe campus."
As for the ignorant few

making things difficult for
the rest of us, Reed claims
that the answer lies in
education and awareness.
Still, the demonstrators
at the gazebo continue their
mission, determined to get
their point across, and that
doesn't bother Reed or the
Higher Learning Commission
in the least. On the contrary,
both have viewed the
demonstration as a healthy
sign of a campus open to
conversation. It is the right of
students to peacefully make
their opinions heard, and the
duty of those in charge to
listen and to do what they
can. In the meantime, all we
can do is keep talking, and
keep smiling. "Just be kind!"
Vang says, flashing another
brilliant smile. Maybe the
answer really is as simple as
that after all.
Contact Hannah at
HJones09@winona.edu
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Top 10 Tributes in the 74th Annual Hunger Games
by: Kortney Spaeth

CAUTION: THIS TOP 10 MAY CONTAIN SPOILERS. EASY SOLUTION? READ THE BOOK.
In honor of The Hunger Games movie hitting theaters this week, (and to fuel my ever-so
crazy addiction to this series) I ranked the top 10 tributes from the 74th Hunger Games.
10. Boy from District 9
Although we did not learn his name, the boy
from District 9 played a large part in the
initial fight in the games by losing the battle
with Katniss for the orange backpack.
9. Clove
Clove was a powerhouse from the start,
and was impressive with a knife. However,
she proved to struggle without Cato at her
side.
8. Glimmer
Glimmer had the attention of the Capitol
from day one, using her looks to get
sponsors. However, looks did not mean
much to the tracker jackers.
7. Marvel
The Careers owned most of the game, and
Marvel was a large part of that power force.
However, when emotions took over, Marvel
did not stand a chance.
6. Foxface
The sly Foxface was one of the sneakiest
tributes in the Games. Her ability to appear
and disappear in the blink of an eye was her
advantage. One suggestion for her would
have been to spend more time training in
the berries area.

5. Peeta
Although Peeta was a fan favorite because
of the star-crossed lovers approach, he did
not offer the brutal physical traits that the
other tributes did. However, his camouflage
abilities gave him an advantage later in the
Games.
4. Rue
Rue's score of seven was a shock to the
other tributes, but her skills were the most
unique. While others relied on strength, Rue
went off what she knew from her district and
succeeded to the best of her abilities.
3. Cato
District 2 trained Cato from his birth for the
Games, and this was evident from the
moment he stepped off his metal circle.
Even though he was a huge threat to
Katniss, he was exactly that - a threat.
2. Thresh
Anyone who can go into the Hunger Games
and become even stronger deserves to be
near the top of the list.
1. Katniss
OK, no shock here. However, anyone who
goes into the Games as a huge threat and
leaves saving a life deserves the number
one spot.

Have your own opinion about the tributes? Tweet it to Kortney! @kortneyspaeth
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Softball now 23-2 and 4-0 in NSIC play this season, first home game Wednesday
Alyssa Griffith
Winonan
Winona State University
softball opened NSIC play by
sweeping both Moorhead and
Crookston in double headers
this weekend.
Winona State took a 9-0
victory in game one against
Crookston,
with
Stacey
Struzynski striking out 11, and
allowing just one hit.
The Warriors took the lead
early, scoring four runs in the
second and third innings.
Ashley Walker started the
game with a leadoff triple, and
scored off of a Kathy Crudo
double, bringing the game to
1-0.

The second inning started
with a solo home run by Sam
Hildebrandt.
Walker then scored off of a
double by Molly Link.
Link rounded home after a
single by Kim Wachholder, and
Wachholder was brought home
by Crudo's second double.
Brittany Stewart led off the
third with a home run, extending

the Warriors' advantage to 9-0.
Melissa Reyes brought in an
RBI single in the third, while
Walker was credited with a
sacrifice fly.
Winona State had 11 hits—
eight of them extra base hits.
The
game
marked
Struzynski's fourth complete
game with only one hit or no
hits allowed.
"I personally try to keep the
batters guessing by not being
too consistent," Struzynski
said. "I try to stay in a rhythm
and not let the hitters get in
one."
The Warriors struggled to
keep Crookston at bay in game
two.
UMC took a 4-3 lead in the
fourth inning.
Winona
State
answered
with a run when Crudo's RBI
groundout brought Stewart
home.
The
Warriors'
offense
exploded in the seventh inning,
scoring a total of six runs.
Stewart began the scoring
streak with an RBI single,
which was followed by a

home run by Hildebrandt—her
second of the day.
Winona State's lead came to
8-4 off a Kaitlin Hardie double,
and Link adding another double
that brought in two runs.
This brought the game to 104, and solidified Winona State's
sweep.
Kelsey Anderson recorded
the win with nine strikeouts,
three earned runs and allowed
six hits.
The
Warriors
brought
in two more victories in
the
doubleheader
against
Moorhead on Sunday.
In the first inning of game
one, Winona State scored eight
runs and never looked back,
bringing in an 11-1 victory.
The inning began when
Stewart hit a double with the
bases loaded, scoring in two
runs.
Also with RBI base hits in
the first inning were Brooke
Piotrowski, Hardie, Link and
Wachholder.
Walker had an RBI single in
the second inning and Stewart
hit another two-run double in

™TetraInvestment?

Fingall Hall
Across the street from WSU campus
Looking for Housing near
Winona State University?
Save money and Save time
(507) 452.4637

fingallh@hbci.com

www.fingallhall.com

Clean and quiet living
Effiency -1&2 Bedroom
Off street parking
Laudry on site
Heat included
Call (507) 454.5250

the third, advancing Winona
State's lead to 11-0.
Struzynski
pitched
two
innings, earning the win in
game one with two strikeouts
and no hits allowed.
Anderson pitched the rest of
the game, giving up only two
hits and striking out two.
The Warriors took a 6-0 lead
in the first inning of game two
on their way to the 12-3 win.
Piotrowski and Link reached
base and both scored off of a
Wachholder double.
Crudo followed with a triple,
and scored on a sacrifice fly by
Jessica Kullmann.
The scoring streak ended with
a two-run single by Walker.
Winona State scored six runs
again in the fourth inning for a
12-0 lead, after back-to-back
RBI doubles by Crudo and
Stewart and a three-run home
run by Kullmann.
Stewart earned the win with
four strikeouts and six hits
allowed, while 5-of-7 at the
plate with five RBIs.
Link was 5-of-7 in the
doubleheader,
with
seven

Warriors having at least three
hits on the day.
Winona State is now 23-2
on the season and 4-0 in NSIC
play.
The Warriors' 17-game win
streak came to an end last
weekend after falling 3-0 to
Minnesota State.
"I think more than anything,
I think we were a little flat, a
little tired. We had come off
the Florida trip just two days
ago and a lot of travel," Coach
Greg Jones said.
The loss had followed a
successful trip to Florida,
where the Warriors won all
eight games they played.
"I think anytime you have
that many games in that few
of days, it's a grind and I was
really proud of how they came
out of it," Jones said.
Winona State's home opener
will be at Alumni Field on
Wednesday against St. Cloud
State with first pitch scheduled
for 2 p.m.
Contact Alyssa at
AGriffith09@winona.edu

Student Housing
-4 & 5 bedroom houses
-Close to campus, 1-3 blocks
-Heat, water and rubbish included
-3 bedroom apartment
-3 blocks from WSU
Call (507) 458.5699

For Winona State Warrior scheduling information,
photographs, and statistics check out

www.winonastatewarriors.com
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Are You Graduating
Spring 2012?
Would you like to know more
about the laptop buyout?

Full details can be found at:
http://www.winona.edu/it/laptopsale.asp
-WARRIOR
tmtAi
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POSITIONS IN OUR

DISTRIBUTION CENTER

DISTRIBUTION CENTER:

Call (507) 454.5250

• Opportunities for advancement
• We have PART-TIME & FULL TIME opportunities
on 1st & 2nd shift in our state of the art
Distribution Center

Student Housing
WE ARE CURRENTLY SEEKING APPLICANTS:
•With solid work history and proven dependability
• Who enjoy working in a fast paced environment
• Who possess a strong work ethic, are reliable and efficient
• Who have excellent attention to detail and have experience working
in a physically demanding work environment

t

FURNITURE INDUSTRIES. INC.

APPLY ONLINE: JOBSASHLEYFURNITURECOM
IN PERSON OR BY MAIL TO: ONE ASHLEY WAY, ARCADIA, Wi 54612

•4 & 5 bedroom houses
-Close to campus, 1-3 blocks
-Heat, water and rubbish included
-3 bedroom apartment
-3 blocks from WSU
Call (507) 458.5699

FINGALL HALL

FH
(507) 452.4637

Private Student Housing
1 Minute from WSU Campus

Save $$$ and Save Commute Time
fingallh@hbci.com

www.fingallhall.com
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Hometown: Fort Atkinson, Wis.
Parents: Jim & Marge Dahf
Major; Nursing
Accomplishments:Two-Time NSIC Flayer of the Week, All-Conference for Singles and Doubles in 2011
Why did you decide to play a sport outside of high school? I continued to play because I love the
team
atmosphere and the relationships you build through it. I also enjoy the competition and the lifelong
sport.
Most challenging part of the sport? The mental aspect is the most challenging. Pretty much anyone
can swing a racket, but having the brains to know what to do with the bail is a whole other thing.
Hobbies: Running, rollerblading, reading
What do you do outside of sol
and their college ministry (H20).
Something others may not know about you: I love to crochet.
now it's one of the things I do to relax.
the b uffs
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Warrior women's golf finish in 16th place during Texoma Chevy Dealers Intercollegiate Tournament
Jamie Babetch
Winonan

The Winona State University
women's golf team started off
their spring season finishing 16
in their first tournament.
The Warriors traveled to
Pottsboro, Texas over spring
break to play in the Texoma
Chevy Dealers Intercollegiate
Tournament.
The tournament was played
on March 12 and 13.
Winona State was just seven
strokes behind 13th place and
78 from first place.
The tournament consisted of
20 schools from all around the

18'Sports

United States.
As a team the Warriors shot
round of 358 and 351, a total
combined score of 709.
Brittany Freund led the
Warriors with rounds of 88 and
87 and tied for 59th place.
Cassandra Johanns shot an
85 and a 92 in her two rounds
to tie for 68.
Paige Schmidt shot a 90 and
an 88, which put her tied for
71st place.
Samantha Koste shot an 88
and a 94 that placed her at 84.
Kelly Blegen shot a 96 and a
91 placing her in 94th place.
Blegen said, "It was our
first rounds on grass, so it

was a warm up, but we have
been working hard in practice
and I have high hopes for the
upcoming season."
The Winona State Warriors
will be back in action in three
weeks competing at Upper
Iowa on April 6 and 7.
You can follow their success
and other Winona State athletics
at www.winonastatewarriors.
com.

Contact Jamie at
JBabetch08@winona.edu

FINGALL HALL
Private Student Housing
1 Minute from WSU Campus

Save $$$ and Save Commute Time
(507) 452.4637

fingallh@hbci.com

www.fingallhall.com

Warrior baseball 6-9 overal and 1-3 in NSIC after Spring Break trip and home opener
Erin Cochran
Winonan
The Winona State University
Warrior baseball team is now
6-9 and 1-3 in NSIC play after
their week in Florida and home
opener against St. Cloud State
University.
The men won two and lost
two in Lakeland, Fla., March
13-15.
In the team's first game
against Florida Southern, Seth
McMullen hit two home runs,
one in the third adding a tworun score, but lost in the end
with a score of 12-7.
The Warriors had the lead
after the first two innings, 3-0
with Nate Van Roekel's RBI
base hit.
In the third inning, Florida
Southern tied the game at four
then took the lead at the fifth
with an 8-4 advantage.
The men pulled within two
points in the sixth inning but
Florida Southern went on to
score four more runs in the
seventh inning.
Winona State then split a
double header against Wayne
State, losing 7-1 in the first
and earning a victory 7-3 in the
second.
In game one, the Warriors
fell behind early, giving up five
runs in the first three innings.
Mike Wasilik was the only

player to make it to home by a
McMullen RBI, the only one of
the game.
In game two, the tables
turned and the men scored six
within the first four innings and
came our victorious in the end.
Derek Wojcik, Brett Young,
Ryan Ledvina and Cody Strang
all came out with two hits each.
Wasilik pitched a complete
game only allowing six hits
with one earned and struck out
two.
In the Florida finale, the
Warriors finished with a win
against Slippery Rock, 10-3.
The Warriors finished the
fifth inning powerfully scoring
seven. Ledvina scored with a
walk, Van Roekel also made
it home while the bases were
loaded and Wojcik also scored
with a sacrifice fly.
Brett
Young, contributed the innings'
final two RBIs with a single.
While Slippery Rock scored
one in the eight, Winona State
scored three of their own with
Strang, Jonathan Nelson and
Jordan Plamman hits.
Strang went 3-for-4 at the
plate.
Simon played his first victory
at the mound, striking out seven
in six innings and not allowing
any earned runs.
"The split against Lynn was
a great way to start the trip, it
showed us that we can compete

against a top-ten opponent," score with 8-6 but St. Cloud
said Van Roekel. "The rest of had three hits in the ninth to
the trip was up and down."
win 11-8.
The Warriors made their
McMullen had three hits and
home debut against St. Cloud two RBIs for the day while Van
State on Saturday.
Roekel went 3-for-4 in game
Overall, they only recorded two, four hits and four RBIs.
one win of the two double
Though the Warriors came
headers against the Huskies.
out Sunday to walk off
The Warriors took the first victorious, they fell twice to
game with a 5-3 win.
St. Cloud in day two's doubleGemuenden recorded a solo header.
home run in the second but St.
"The games were close until
Cloud responded, scoring twice one bad inning in a couple
in the sixth to take a 3-1 lead.
games," said Gemuenden. "We
The men came back in the just didn't get our timely hits
bottom by scoring four and that we needed when we had
taking the lead.
runner's in scoring position and
Ledvina claimed a single and also needed to make a couple
Young walked with the bases defensive plays to keep us out
loaded. Jordan Plamann tied of those big innings."
The Huskies, now No. 8 won
the game with a sacrifice fly
and Van Roekel had the game- in game one 10-2 and 6-1 in
winning two RBI double.
game two.
Simon allowed five
hits
The Warriors tied at two in
and one earned, throwing a the fourth by a Strang reach on
complete game for the only an error and got home by a hit
victory of the weekend.
by Sill. Young also scored one
The Warriors fell behind of Winona State's two hits with
quickly on Saturday's second a double in the third.
game falling behind 8-0 while
"We expected four great
the Huskies scored four in the games. We have always had
second and third.
a rivalry against them and we
McMullen scored a home ended their season last year, so
run; the men recorded two runs we knew that it was going to be
in the third and one more in the a highly intense games," said
fifth but couldn't completely Van Roekel. "We got the first
close the Huskies' lead.
win with great pitching, timely
Sill recorded a two-run hitting, and decent defense.
double in the eight to bring the It was a great start beating

another top-ten team. The
next three games we never put
offense and defense together."
In game two, Ben Weeks
scored with a single in the
second, the only run of the
game, but Nelson recorded two
hits.
Wenker threw eight innings
and struck out six while
allowing three runs.
"We know we aren't going to
win every game but like I said
we know we are playing good
competition so far so we aren't
upset about our record as of
right now," said Gemuenden.
"Our team still hasn't put it all
together in one game yet with
hitting, pitching, and defense.
Once we do that and get the
ball rolling watch out because
we can compete with any team
in the country we believe."
"The great thing about
baseball is we have plenty of
games left, but now we know
we have plenty to improve on,
" Van Roekel said.
Winona State is now 6-9
overall and 1-3 in NSIC play.
This weekend the Warriors will
be home again in another four
game series against Augustana

Contact Erin at
ECochran08@winona.edu
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Michael Ruka/Winonan
A Winona State University batter fouls a ball off against St. Cloud
State.

:uKa/winonan
Adam Gemuenden slides safely headfirst into home plate.
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-3
against St. Cloud State, 6-9 overall
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